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Seating, Back cushions & Deco cushions

Fabrics

cushions you can leave outside

DEDON employs some of the world’s most ad-

vanced textile technology processes to create 

cushions you can leave outside without giving 

them a second thought. Our high-quality ma-

terials are sprayed with Teflon which means 

that they are not only splash-resistant but 

also UV-resistant with no loss of comfort. 

The foam core created exclusively for DEDON 

and the synthetic fibre padding are enveloped 

by Hanes, a water- resistant, breathable SMS 

polypropylene-based spunbonded nonwoven 

material. Self-sealing, swelling seams prevent 

water penetrating the foam core. That’s why 

it doesn’t matter at all if the cushions happen 

to be left outside during a storm. However, we 

don’t recommend leaving them outside per-

manently. After a shower of rain, they should 

be allowed to dry so as to protect them from 

mould stains. When storing the cushions for 

the winter, for example, make sure that they are 

fully dry. The pillowcase can be washed from 

time to time (instructions follow). To keep the 

genuine leather of the SeaX Collection looking 

good, we recommend regular treatment with 

leather care products.

Our materials are specifically created for DEDON 

and fulfill the highest of quality standards for ex-

teriors. The acrylic materials are characterised 

by their high lightfast properties (7–  8) and the 

polypropylene materials have a lightfast rating 

of 6 –7. More information can be found on our 

homepage.

Five Fabric styles to Play With!

Each of the five fabric styles for 2014 has its 

a distinctive weaving structure, and with it, a 

look and feel all its own. While any one of these 

would make an ideal covering for cushions lar-

ge or small, it’s the unprecedented opportunity 

for combining fabrics that makes the DEDON 

2014 collection so compelling.

Play with textures. Mix the rawness of rustic 

Linen with the indoor refinement of elegant 

Tweed. Create subtle differences of shade just 

by working the same color in different structu-

res. At last, the flexibility and creativity so long 

associated with the finest indoor fabrics can be 

enjoyed under the open skies.
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